Using many-particle perturbation theory an attempt has been made to improve the author's previous calculation of the thermal expansion of sodium chloride and to assess the effect of including anharmonic terms in the crystal potential. The results are disappointing; agreement with experiment is poor except at low and moderate temperatures. One reason for this is the poor convergence of a method based on the series expansion of the crystal potential in terms of particle displacements, 8 point further. illustrated by calculations of specific heat and compressibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
A previous calculation of the thermal expansion of sodium chloride by the author (Fletcher 1959 ; hereafter referred to as I) exhibited a large discrepancy between theory and experiment. The most likely reason for this appeared to be neglect of the anharmonicity of the interionic forces and in the present work a calculation has been made in which the lowest order anharmonic terms in the potential energy of the crystal have been included. In developing an expression for their contribution to the free energy of the crystal a development of manyparticle perturbation theory by van Hove (1959; hereafter referred to as vH), designed to avoid spurious divergencies, has been used. In Section II a brief review is given of the notation used in I with certain changes made, bringing it more into conformity with that of vH. In Section III parts of vH which are essential for the present work are briefly summarized and in Section IV the specific formula used for the quartic contribution to the free energy in this work is derived. Practical details of the calculation of the thermal expansion, specific heat at constant volume, and isothermal compressibility of sodium chloridf} are given in Section V and a discussion of the results in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF THE HARMONIC PROBLEM
As in I, consider a crystal, in which unit cell of volume va is determined by lattice vectors a l1 a 2 , as and contains 8 particles, whose positions in the cell are given by the basis vectors rl ( (x=1, 2, . . . ,8) . Let the xth particle of mass ml( in celll=(ll' l2' ls) (l; integral or zero), whose equilibrium position is r~=al+rl(=llal +l2a2+lSaS+rl('
suffer a displacement u!. to the position r~. Assuming central forces between pairs of particles, depending only on their distances apart, the total potential
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energy cI» of the crystal may be expanded in powers of the Cartesian components U~IX (cx.=x, y, z) of the u!, i.e. cI»=cI»(0) +cI»(2) +cI»', wherecI»(O), cI»(2) are as given by co cI» 0' cI» 2 in I and cI»' = ~ cI» (vl, where v=3 The Hamiltonian of the system is then H =H(2) +cI»', where
will be termed the harmonic Hamiltonian. In general the expectation value of cI»(v) can be shown to be of order Cll(ujd)V-2 per unit volume, where Cll is a typical particle vibration frequency, u an average particle displacement for a given temperature T, and d the separation of the mean positions of two neighbouring particles. Thus this series expansion of cI» and the subsequent treatment of cI»'
as a perturbation to the harmonic problem will only be valid when u~d, i.e. for T reasonably small compared with the melting point T M of the crystal.
If cI»' is neglected, normal solutions
of the Lagrangian equations of motion may be found as in 1. As compared with I, k has been replaced by qj2TI: and U,,(k, i) exp [ -iCll(k, i)t] by (cx.qj-i~j)V"qj, cx.qj and cx.~j being real; the notation Cll(k, i) will be changed to Cllqj. V"qj corresponds to e~J -if~jl of vH so that V", _qj= V:qj while
a dot denoting differentiation with respect to time t. It is assumed that
The usual cyclic boundary conditions restrict q to the vectors q=q1b 1 +q2b2+q3b3' where ai·bj=aij, qi=2TI:hdL, (hi=O, 1, .. . ,L-1), andL3=N is the number of cells in the lattice. A translation vector of the reciprocal lattice will be denoted by 't'='t"lb1 +'t"2b2+'t"3b3 ('t"i integral or zero) and cx., cx.' , a, and a' are unaltered in changing q to q +2TI:'t'. There are 38 solutions of the form (4) for each vector q, denoted by the suffix j (j =1,2, . . . ,38). The V"qj with weighting factors m! are orthogonal to one another for the same q and different j and may be assumed normalized to unity in the sense that
A general solution of the harmonic problem may then be taken as a linear combination of solutions (4). For the quantum mechanical treatment of the problem the normal coordinates cx., cx.' and their conjugate momenta a, a' must be replaced by operators. The most convenient ones are combinations of the form (8) and A~, where V =Nva (=Q of vH). These obey the commutation relations (9) where ~(q)=(V/81t3)~q, 2,.,. The general solution of the harmonic problem then takes the form u~=(41t3n/NV)1 ~ wqi(Aqj+A~qj) V"qj exp iq 'r~,
qj and the harmonic Hamiltonian the form
qj N ow the eigenfunctions of this must be products of simple harmonic wave functions with eigenvalues
qj (mqj positive integers or zero); they will be described by the numbers mqj of quanta of energy nWqj (or simply phonons (q, j)) that their eigenvalues contain and denoted by I 'P'~» or more specifically by I qljll q2j2" .. >. This is con-
.sistent with A qj, A;j being annihilation and creation operators, i.e. with (13) where the state I 'P'~2» contains mqj phonons (q, j) and I 'P'~2» contains mqj -1, IL i.e. as the spur of the operator e-rm in the representation of the eigenfunctions Ij 'P'IL> of H. Since, however, the spur of a matrix is unaltered by a unitary ;transformation, Z is also equal to the spur of e-rm in the representation of the <eigenfunctions I 'P'~» of H(2). Putting (17) one therefore has
The first step in evaluating this is to expand the operator in powers of «1»' 00 Considering next the operator «1»' = I: «I»(v), substitution of (10) in (2) gives
,
where ~q=l if q=27t't" and is zero otherwise and the abbreviations i for q,jt and -i for -qji have been used in the suffices of Aqj and A~j. The coefficients· Bt)2 .. ... v differ slightly from those of van Hove but are still essentially the Fourier transforms of the ctLx, ..... lvl<v"' v of (2). They involve factors.
(,)1 (,)2' .. (,)v)-! but the normal modes of zero frequency, which occur for q=O~ do not cause any problem since they are excluded from the calculations as being pure translations of the crystals as a whole. For small q some frequencies are small but it can be verified that other factors in the B(v) prevent them becoming unduly large. After substitution of (19) and (20) in (IS) it is obvious that the first quantities of interest have the form
(21) Each of these may be represented by a diagram with a vertex for each operator A;A; . .. , at which phonons i, . . . are annihilated andj, . . . created. Diagrams of the types shown in Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) are termed disconnected and connected respectively by van Hove, who has shown that calculations may be made in terms of the latter only. There are still two essentially different types of connected diagrams, as illustrated in Figures 1 (b) and 1 (0) . Van Hove terms the latter reduced diagrams and shows that only these need be considered if the operators Ai' A: are replaced by
Denoting the complete operator so modified by exp [-~(HO+«I»')]r and summation o'ver reduced diagrams by ~,the final expression for the free energy is red.
where
where nr is the number of initial (or final) phonons in a reduced diagram and F'(2)C==:T of I) is the (harmonic) contribution from diagrams with no vertices, that is,
The present calculation was made for a cubic crystal (<<1»(3) =0) and only the lowest order (quartic) anharmonic terms in the u~" were included so that «1»' =«1»(4). In this case each annihilation-creation factor in (21) 
where either (i) 3--1, 4=-2, (ii) 2=-1, 4--3, or (iii) 3=-2, 4=-1 (it is convenient to replace suffix 3 by 2 in (ii) so that in all cases there are just two different suffices 1 and 2). In each case one has a sum of 16 fourfold annihilationcreation factors, of which one corresponds to each of Figures 2 (a) and 2 (0) and two to Figure 2 (b) while the other 12 are of no interest.
In the practical calculation of the quartic contribution F'(4) to the free energy the coefficients Bi~)2, 3, 4 remain to be evaluated. This was not done explicitly as it proved simpler to substitute (10) into the classical expression
(26) (where r 2 =x 2 +y 2 +z 2 , each C1. i may be x, y, or z, the differential coefficients are to be evaluated with r=f~ -r~', and the primed summation sign indicates that the case x=x', 1=1' is omitted) and consider sets of terms with the same C1. 11 C1.2' C1.3' and C1. 4 • Ignoring for the moment the factors (47tan/NV)lwqjt(Aqj+A~qj) and the summations over q and j, consider the following cases. 
where gxy(l; xx'; i) =V"ixV"iy-(V"ixV"'iy+V"'i.,,,V,,iy) cos qi·(f~-r,,')+V"'ixV"'iY. (30)
.4 =z, say, the factor is again a complicated one but again for cubic symmetry every part of it contains factors of the form cos q '(r~-r",), which may be replaced by In each of the cases (a)- (d) there are contributions from pairs of particles of the same type (x=x') and from pairs of different types. For the former the notation It was appreciated at this stage of the work that, despite the approximations made so far, the necessary calculation of F'(4) for several temperatures and volumes of the crystal would prove far too lengthy for the value of the results obtained without further approximation. It seemed necessary to simplify the dependence of expressions (a)-(d) on ql and q2 and this was investigated for ql=(qlx' 0, 0), q2=(q2x' 0, 0) in the case of sodium chloride, for which V"qj, V,,'qj were known from the calculations of I. The following conclusions were reached.
(i) Expressions for x*x' were larger than corresponding ones for x=x' by factors ,....,.100 except for a few values of q" where both were small. 
It was therefore decided, for all values of qu q2' to neglect (b), (d) and the contributions to (a) and (c), for which x=x'. Further reduction of the remaining parts of (a) and (c) is then possible by use of crystal symmetry. Thus preliminary summation of these over the 48 2 wave-vector pairs obtained by applying cubic sy:r;nmetry operations to ql and q2 was carried out. Thereafter summation over a q could be restricted to a basic region of q-space, 7t/a>q,,>qy>qz>O; q,,+qy+qz<37t/2a, where a is the lattice constant of the crystal, i.e. v a =2a 3 • In carrying out this preliminary summation (denoted by ~) the symmetry permits the factor e cos ql·(f!-r",) cos q2'(r~-r",) to be replaced by cos (ql+q2)·(r~-r",). Then from terms of type (a) one obtains
' "
Similarly from terms of type (c) (35) where
eye.
and
~ denoting cyclic permutation of x, y, and z. Thus the approximate expression eye.
for cit ( 4) proves to be
where and the final bracket of (38) contains 12 different fourfold operators, of which 3 correspond to Figure 2 This expression has to be substituted in the approximate quartic contribution to the free energy
For the operators in c1t(4) corresponding to Figure 2 (a) nr=O and each one, e.g. AIA2A~A;, produces a term (41) For an operator such as A~A2AIA; corresponding to Figure 2 
It may be noted that in obtaining these results various positive and negative powers of (VI8n 3 ) arise from (13), from the normalization of the harmonic eigenfunctions, and from the fact that, when a summation over q and j becomes redundant (e.g. for Figure 2 (b) one of the ~ in c1t (4) V. APPLICATION TO SODIUM CHLORIDE The purpose of this work was to examine the effect of inclusion of the quartic terms in the expansion of cI» on the theoretical thermal expansion of sodium chloride. Thus, as in I, solutions of the equation of state p= -(aF'jaV)T (46) for various values of the lattice parameter a were sought, with the quartic contribution to the free energy included at all stages. Thus, one mole of the crystal was considered, for which V=2Na 3 , N being Avogadro's number; let VjVo=g, where the suffix zero will always denote values for a standard value a o of a (the experimental value at T=288 OK). It was assumed that (47) where rJ. M is the Madelung number for the lattice, e is the charge on an electron, and b, n are parameters; as before the latter were replaced by
A=4n(n+1)be-2aon+1 and B= -4nbe-2aon+1.
A and B were determined as in I, i.e. by satisfying (46) and xil= V(a 2 F'jaV2)T,T at T=288 oK, p =0 with the experimental values for a o (2 ·814 X 10-8 cm) and the isothermal compressibility X T (4 ·16 X 10-12 cm2jdyne). At each stage of the iterative procedure (see I for details) F" (2) (g, T) determined for which (46) was satisfied (with p=O). In order that comparison with experiment could be made for temperatures below T=288 oK, normal frequencies for the crystal were computed for g=O ·975( ·005)1·000. The theoretical curve so obtained is shown in comparison with the experimental results of Eucken and Dannohl (1934) and of Srinivasan (1955) in Figure 3 ; also shown is the theoretical curve obtained in I. AS in I there is wide discrepancy between theory and experiment at the higher temperatures and again it seemed of interest to calculate the specific heat G. at constant volume and XTl using the experimental figures for the thermal expansion to relate the values of g, for which the normal frequencies to be used had been calculated, to temperature T. They were both calculated numerically from suitable difference tables for F'(2) and F '(4) and the relations
G.= -T(a 2 FjaT2) •• and xil= V(a 2 FjaV2)T,T"
{Note that the first group of terms in expression ( at making its computation a reasonable proposition, these are not thought to have affected the result essentially. The factors (W 1 W 2 )-1 coth (~nw1j2) coth (~nw2j2) will obviously increase with T and the great majority with V also (since most owjoV <0). At high temperatures the arguments ~nwj2 are so small that the rate of increase of these factors with V causes (OF'(4)joVh to outstrip -(aF '(2ljaV) T-aq,(Oljav at all volumes, i.e . no equilibrium volume can be found. This stems originally from the use of a Taylor expansion for q, up to quartic terms only in the u~",. Inclusion of higher order terms, which would increase the computation enormously, might improve agreement with experiment but, as stated in Section II, the use of such an expansion for q, can never be satisfactory at high temperatures. At the lower temperatures (below T =288 OK) agreement with experiment is reasonable but little better than is obtained by ignoring the quartic terms, as would also be expected. The unrealistic influence of the quartic terms at higher temperatures is also well illustrated by Figures  4 and 5 .
It appears to the author that it would be unprofitable to proceed any further with the investigation of thermal expansion, even for ionic solids, on the basis of the expansion in powers of particle displacements of the form used here for the potential energy <P of a crystal. Replacement of the repulsive term bjrn in the interparticle potential by an exponential term might be worth while but it would probably be even more profitable to examine the effect of deviations from central symmetry in the interparticle forces (Born and Huang 1954, especially Chapter V) .
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